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The Mammoth Book of Madonna offers a one-of-a-kind look at the Queen of Popâ€™s

phenomenally successful career, just in time for the 30th anniversary of her first major tour, The

Virgin Tour. Unlike other biographies, this book will not focus on the scandals about botox and boy

toys, but instead include reviews, interviews, commentary, and Madonnaâ€™s own reflections that

highlight her incredible success. Including a specially designed cover and beautiful, full-color

photography throughout, this must-have volume will shed new light on Madonnaâ€™s videos,

books, tours, fashion, and charity work for her millions of fans around the world.
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LOVE THIS BOOK!!! I've been a Madonna fan since she first came out; and I have to say this book

is a MUST HAVE!! It begins with her childhood and ends in early 2014. The book is easy to read;

Writing on one page and a corresponding photo on the other. Most of these photo's I've never seen

before (and I thought I seen them all). Overall, the book gives wonderful and unique insights on

Madonna as a person, performer, artist, mother, daughter, lover, and wife. It shows the highs and

lows of her career and personal life. I must say, this book is truly amazing. The author really did her

homework when researching about this amazing woman. It's definitely a collector's item for any

Madonna Fan!

Despite the one negative review on here I'm really enjoying the book. It is stunning literature? No.

But it's not meant to be. It's also not a trashy "tell all." It's a beautiful compilation of photos over the



course of Madonna's life and career. And, I did find out a few things about The Queen that I never

knew. Enjoy this book on its merits; which is beautiful images thoughtfully laid out to document a life

and a career.

As a long time Madonna fan AND a collector of a lot of books on her, I have to say I was waiting

with anticipation on this book. It did not disappoint! The photos that were selected show the scope of

Madonna's career from her very early days in NYC to today. The text that accompanies each photo

is a detail of that photo and of that time in her career. The book is one that can be read in several

sittings of can be scanned through and read without missing any details. Michelle Morgan

approached this book as a fan and as a professional writer. Both of which are evident. I have

thoroughly enjoyed this book and have already ordered extra for holiday gifts.

I absolutely love this book! When the author used mammoth for the title, she was not kidding. The

book is filled with gorgeous pictures spanning from Madonna's early years to her latest endeavors.

There are pictures I haven't seen, and others that I have. I have learned more about Madonna by

reading the text that goes along with the pictures. If you're a true Madonna fan, you need this book

in your life!

I love this book!!! It's such a good book with beautiful pictures and great text to them! I've read a

couple of other Madonna books, but this one is one of my favorites! A must have for Madonna fans!

:)

Unique & amazing tribute to the Queen of Pop. This belongs on the shelf of every Madonna fan &

admirer. Get one while you can as I know they are flying off the shelves & getting a lot of attention.

Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Âƒ

I am halfway through this book and enjoying it thoroughly, I love all the pictures throughout the book

(some that I haven't seen before). The book is a must have for any Madonna collector. Michelle

Morgan has sure done a good job of putting this book together I would highly recommend and

collector to have this in their collection!!

This book about Madonna is the best one out there. It covers her career well, has great

photography, and lacks the bias of other Madonna books that just look for "scoop". Highly
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